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Celebrate the special moments of the day such as meeting new friends, splashing around at

bathtime, and snuggling up close at bedtime. This wonderful anthology includes short stories

divided by pages of poems and verse.
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This book is adorable, and a nicely sized anthology for a keepsake gift. The "1" on the cover has a

soft texture, which is fun for baby to touch and feel. However, a lot of the stories are not engaging

for my one-year-old, and paper pages aren't exactly one-year-old-friendly. We've already ripped a

page (I tried to stop her!). A large board book with fewer stories would be more appropriate. I can

see this book providing interest to a two or three-year-old as well, so I'm curious how advanced the

other books in this series are.

A fantastic anthology of illustrated short stories with colorful pictures and large text.It's a hefty book

that makes a great gift!You can definitely get a lot of bedtime use out of this one!

We love this book! I purchased it before my son's 1st birthday party, and left markers on the table

next to it, and had guests sign the book and leave a note for him! The book is so colorful, and has

plenty of pages in it that have bright designs, so there was plenty of space for notes. It's a great

hardback book, thick with lots of pages/stories. The pages are likely not 1-year old proof (not a



board book), but they do seem thicker than a normal book. I'll be buying the next book for the next

ages also :-)

This is the most perfect book for a birthday present. We received it as a gift for our first child and

have stolen the idea and given it to any child we know turning one since it was so sweet and

thoughtful when we got it.

This book is wonderful. The illustrations and stunning, the stories are great and the quality of the

book is outstanding

We received this book and while the pictures are super colorful and the stories seem cute my 16

month old won't listen to it. I could get her to listen to the first story in it sometimes but otherwise she

is never interested.

This book was much better quality then I expected for the price. Nice hardcover, sturdy pages and

bright colorful graphics. Makes a wonderful additional to a 1st birthday gift.

This is actually a larger book than expected. It is full of stories that are bright and colorful, and

although the pages are paper, they seem sturdy.
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